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Leading physicist lectures on
advances in superconductivity
By SEMELE HALKEDIS
Collegian Science Writer

such low temperatures to be super-
conductive, they had to be cooled by
liquid helium, which is rare, expen-
sive, and difficult to work with, Chu
said.

Electric cats, controlled fusion,
ultra-sensitive optical devices, and
power generators are just a few of the
potential applications of high-temper-
ature superconductive materials,
said Paul Chu, a leading physicist in
the field of superconductivity last
night.

As research continued, materials
which acted as superconductors at
higher temperatures and could be
cooled with liquid hydrogen were
discovered, and in 1986 a high-tern-
perature copper oxide superconduc-
tor was discovered.Over 350 people crammed into 119

Osmond to hear Chu give the 1988
Mueller Lecture in physics, titled
"High-Temperature Superconductiv-
ity Past. Present, and Future!"

Chu began by explaining the basic
properties of superconductors. He
saidsuperconductors conduct electri-
city with no electrical resistance and
cannot be penetrated by magnetic
fields.

Chu said he and his colleagues soon
identified the material, which soon
became known as the "one-two-three
compound." The compound acts as a
superconductor at temperatures
around 90 Kelvin." Collegian Photo / Lydia Kasparian

These results were presented at the
American Physical Society's annual
meeting in March 1987, creating a
historic occasion that was called the
"Woodstock of Physics,"Chu said.

Chu said much work is still being
done using the oxide superconductors
in an attempt to find even higher
temperature superconductors.

Superconductive compounds have
many potential applications, he said.

On a small scale, superconductors
could be used in the form of a thin
film with ultra-fast devices and in
radar detectors, for example. These
applications could be implemented in
three to five years, Chu said.

On a large scale, in bulk form or
wire, superconductors could be used

Paul Chu
in motors, power generators, power
storage, electric cars, or controlled
fusion, he said. These methods could
be applied in 10 years, he speculated.

However, all of the applications
which have been considered for su-
perconductors were based on conven-
tional superconductors, not the
recently discovered oxide supercon-
ductive materials. One possible appli-
cation for these materials would be
an ultra-sensitive optical device.

Chu said one thing often overlooked
is the use of these materials in a non-
superconductive application. These
applications could include chemical
batteries, and smoke detectors.

In order for a material to act as a
superconductor, Chu said three bar-
riers must be overcome the tran-
sition temperature, the critical
current density, and the critical mag-
netic field. Going beyond any of these
critical points will cause a material to
stop acting as a superconductor.

Chu said when superconductivity
was first discovered about 75 years
ago, materials had to be cooled to a
temperature of four Kelvin, or about
277 degrees Celcius below zero, in
order to act as superconductors.

Because these materials required

Movin' On features many performers
A crowd of 10,000 is expected to

visit the HUB lawn tomorrow to hear
the live bands performing at Movin'
On, the annual free concert sponsored
by the Association of Residence Hall
Students in cooperation with WWZU-
FM.

Earthtones
Split Decision
11th Hour
Affordable Floors
Night Shift
Tom Larsen Band
They Might Be Giants
Bricklin

11:30 a.m.
...12:45 p.m

2:15 p.m
3:15 p.m
4:15 p.m

.....5:30 p.m
7:30 p.m

■ Please see a story on
the bands.
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up trash at the concert. Rocco said
more volunteers are still needed and
would have to work a two-hour shift
during the day and get a free T-shirt.

Anyone interested in being a mar-
shall during the concert can still get
involved today by calling either the
ARHS office at 863-2747 or leave a
message at 862-6321.

Calling the event "an all-around
musical day," publicity chairman
Stevie Rocco said the movie Dirty
Dancing will be shown following the
last band's performance around 10:30
P.m-

8:15 p.m
T-shirts will be sold for $5 today at a

table in the HUB basement and on
Saturday during the concert, Rocco
said. Buttons will also be sold for 50
cents.

The eight bands scheduled to play
are:

Marshalls will be on duty to police
the area, check for alcohol and pick by Maryann Liddy
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Dusty Donovan from
"As the World Turns"
will be speaking and

signing autographs
Saturday, April 23rd
at the Nittany Mall.

Mall Hours:
Mon-Sat 10-9
Sun 12-5
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-SALE-SALE
LARGEST AUDIO-VIDEO STORE
IN DOWNTOWN STATE COLLEGE

eff) PIONEER

—AM FM Digital Receiver
—Video Inputs
—5 Band Equalizer

13995Pioneer PL 570

Pioneer
RAD 7000

—Belt Driven
—Fully Automatic
—lncludes Cartridge

—Audio Rack
—Adjustable

ShelvesEnergy Bookshelf
Speakers 11995 11995-80 Watts Peak

Tech Black Finish

e I 00)
1 99 9 5 a pair

Reg. 26995 N N ow 23995 Pioneer Car Stereo

IM4
—AM & FM with Preset Stations
—Auto Reverse
—Music Search
—Bass. Treble Fader

23995 KE 552
INSTALLATIONALAIL. ABLE

-TAPES-
AUDIO-SONY

UX-90 1.69
SONY UXS9O 2.09
SONY UXPRO 3.79
MAXELL UR6O 1.24•
VIDEO-PANASONIC PYLE

FREE T-Shirt With Most
Pyle Car Speaker
Systems. All Speaker
Sizes A vailable.

6 HR
TDK EHG 6 HR
TDK HS 6 HR

•6:1 zoom lens

Cobra Radar Detector
Top Rated InCar & Driver

NOW '179" WAS '3oo°'

Cobra Mini 40 Channel CB
WAS '65" NOW 49"

CBantennas avaolable

SHARP VCR 23995

Ilk 111 1,11

TOSHIBA VCR
WITH PICTURE IN PICTURE

Magnavox Camcorder
Highly Rated

116900
With Hard Case

AUDIO-VIDEO
ACCESSORIES •

CALCULATORS •

TELEPHONE
ANSWERING MACHINES
* CB's * CAR STEREO
INSTALLATION KITS •

BATTERIES * HEAD
PHONES * AUDIO
RACKS * PHONE

HOOKUP ACCESSORIES
* LARGE SCREEN TV's
♦ WALKMANS * HP &

TI CALCULATOR
BATTERIES * ODD SIZE

CAR SPEAKERS •

CAR STEREO
CRAIG CAR DECK 49.95
JVC 150 WATT 6x9 139.95
PIONEER 6 1/2-

SUBWOOFER 72.95
MAGNADYNE 5"

CAR SPEAKER
PIONEER 60w + 60

KTV 19008

.ronsiommomma•

L

'Pricesare for 10 or more.huhviduatfincesshghtty higher—Actual Product May Vary Fr.

*** Interesting people read Collegian ads. Right? ***
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